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New Technology Guide

New generation of portable crop moisture meters introduced
VILLA PARK, Calif. —
After all the hard work of
tilling, planting and tending throughout the year,
farmers need an accurate

moisture meter to help
them optimize the fall harvest, whether it involves
wheat, barley, soybeans,
rice or other agricultural

products.
For farmers, quickly
measuring samples in
fields to determine which
are ready to harvest re-
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duces uncertainty and
saves time. It also reduces
the risk of buyer rejection
due to improper moisture
content and maximizes the
sales price by enabling the
optimum amount of moisture to be counted toward
product weight or volume.
Measuring moisture content also is essential to
prepare and store grains
to preserve quality and
longevity while deterring
spoilage.
While monitoring rainfall, irrigation and temperature is necessary, it is
not sufficient to determine
the best time to harvest
in order to achieve ideal
water content. Inevitably, there is always some
variation in water content
within crops that farmers
cannot estimate with any
certainty.
Not only do rainfall,
temperature and weather
vary from year to year
and season to season, but
also water content varies
within the crop itself. On
a large farm, rice paddy,
or orchard, one crop on
an adjacent lot can always
be ready to harvest before
another.
“Without periodic testing within various fields
or plots, farmers will miss
out on optimizing both
quality and yield — which
produces the payday that
they must survive on, or
ideally thrive on, for the
rest of the year,” said John
Bogart, managing director
of Kett, a manufacturer of
a full range of moisture
and organic composition
analyzers.
For tunately, a wide
range of accurate, portable and easy to use yet
durable moisture meters
are now available to farmers that will enable them
to harvest at exactly the
right time, as well as adjust
moisture content as necessary to maximize profit.
For farmers requiring
quick moisture measurement in the field, traditional equipment has been
too slow and cumbersome
for frequent spot checks.
One conventional test,
Loss on Drying, measures
the total material weight
change after drying.
The test involves taking
a sample to an air oven for
manual testing — weigh,
oven dry, weigh — which
can take two to 48 hours
to complete depending on
the standard. Alternately,
if an automated moisture
balance — an integrated

“The goal is for
farmers to be able
to successfully
use a moisture
meter wherever
and whenever it is
needed.”
John Bogart, managing
director
KETT

weighing and heating unit
— is used, testing can take
up to 15 minutes. Either
way, such testing can be
too slow when more immediate measurements, or a
high quantity of measurements are required.
As a result, secondary
test methods have typically
been used to deliver faster
results. This type of test
uses an indirect method
and a single conversion to
achieve accurate results.
If there is a disadvantage, it is that the secondary instrument must first
be calibrated to ensure
accuracy. In some cases,
calibration can only be
performed by trained staff
familiar with the equipment.
In response, many agricultural moisture meters
have simplified the process, using capacitance
technology. Capacitance
is a measure of an electric
charge separated from a
given electric potential; it
exists between two conductors insulated from
each other.
The dielectric capacitance technology commonly used in grain
moisture meters is based
on the relationship between a grain’s moisture
content and its dielectric
constant.
As its moisture content
increases, its dielectric
constant increases. Since
the rate at which the dielectric constant increases
is different for individual
grain types, a unique calibration is necessary for
each grain type.
To get the best price after
harvest when growing rice
and grains such as barley
and wheat, farmers often
need to optimize for grain
quality and consistency.
This entails measuring
the moisture of individual
grains in different fields
until the ideal statistical
distribution is reached.
Today, transpor table

single grain moisture testers can quickly measure
the moisture within each
grain of rice, barley and
wheat, allowing farmers
to determine the moisture content of individual seeds within a sample
with the results displayed
on an LCD screen. This is
achieved in minutes without sample preparation.
“The number of kernels
tested, the average moisture and a histogram detailing the distribution of
moisture values are displayed,” Bogart said. “This
allows farmers to make immediate decisions regarding product quality and
homogeneity to maximize
the sale price.”
“When farmers reach
what they consider the
optimal moisture level
using a single grain moisture tester, that is the time
to harvest in order to get
the most consistent rice or
other grain with the best
yield,” he added.
According to Bogart,
such devices are simple to
use. With advanced models like those from Kett,
farmers select the calibration, pour a sample into
a hopper and press the
“measure” button.
Such models are factory-calibrated for wheat,
brown, polished and paddy
rice, as well as naked and
standard barley. The devices are versatile, capable of measuring from 10
to 1,000 kernels in each
batch, at 150 kernels per
minute.
When farmers need to
test a wider range of agricultural products, some advanced portable grain and
seed moisture meters using
capacitance technology
offer instant measurement
and over 150 calibrations
of the most common grain
and seed types.
While some agricultural
devices may require grain
husking and grinding, no
sample preparation is required with the latest generation of portable, battery
powered devices.
Tests are simple. Pour
the sample into the machine and the moisture
content and density are
instantly displayed. Automatic averaging enables
quick spot check measurement of samples in bulk
containers. To document
such tests, such units offer
digital output to a computer or optional printer.

See METERS, Page A13
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In terms of accuracy,
however, Bogart offers a
word of caution when selecting such a unit.
“While many moisture
meters using the dielectric
principle claim to provide
accuracy to +/- 0.5%, to
achieve such accuracy it
is important to look for
a unit that provides automatic density and temperature compensation. This is
because changes in ambient, sample, or device temperature will otherwise
degrade measurement reliability,” he said.
When greater accuracy
is needed across the widest range of grain, seed,
or other ag r icultural
product types, the most
advanced moisture meters utilize near-infrared
light, a highly accurate,
non-contact, secondary
measurement method that
can deliver immediate lab-

oratory quality moisture
readings.
“NIR moisture meters
follow the principle that
water absorbs certain
wavelengths of light,” Bogart said. “The meter reflects light off the sample,
measures how much light
has been absorbed, and
the result is automatically
converted into a moisture
content reading.”
According to Bogart,
such meters allow very accurate instant measurement
of any agricultural product
without contact or sample
preparation, so there is no
contamination in handheld
and online models.
“Once the meter has
been calibrated against
the lab or production standard, the calibration is
stored in the device so no
calibration is required in
the field,” he said.
Unlike air ovens or even
moisture balances, portable NIR equipment is designed for ease of use. With
the most advanced units,
the user simply points the

instrument at the grains,
seeds, or agricultural product. The moisture content
is instantly shown on a
digital display, with results
accurate to 0.01% in a 0%
to 100% measurement
range.
Such units, which are
about the size of a camcorder and operated via
user-friendly menu commands, are designed for
frequent spot checks wherever necessary, on both stationary and moving — that
is, conveyed into silo storage — products. Moisture
measurement data can be
stored in the instrument,
downloaded continuously,
or manually recorded.
“The goal is for farmers to be able to successfully use a moisture meter
wherever and whenever
it is needed. Whether out
in the fields or elsewhere
on the farm, this can help
them determine the best
time to harvest for maximum quality, consistency,
yield and storage life,” Bogart said.
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Act Automotive

903 W North Ave,
Flora, IL 62839

618-662-2913
Alltype Hydraulics

530 N. Washinton St.
Bunker Hill, IL 62014

618-585-4844
SM-LA1865259

B&D Sales & Service

3712 N. Vermillion St.
Danville, IL 61832

217-442-5259
Bahrns Equipment

1708 South Banker St.
Efﬁngham, IL 62401

MF 1754L
80 hours,
like new

$28,500

2018 NH C227

415 Hours, 74hp,
Excellent Condition

$34,500

NH 590 Big Square Baler
Very well maintained-ready
for ﬁeld, local trade

$19,500

800-432-2909
Barker Implement
Company
821 S. O’Bannon St.
Raymond, IL 62560

217-229-4217
Barker Implement
Company
1340 N. 2300 E. Rd.
Shelbyville, IL 62565

2017 CIH Turbo 335
34’ width, great shape
with low acres

$47,900

CIH 3900 Disk
25’, 7.5 spacing,
19/18.5 blades

$9,500

Kioti CK30

Shuttle, 430 hours,
loader

$10,500

217-774-4508

RT 9 348 E. Ludwig.
Bushnell, IL. 61422
Daryl Bedwell Phone

Bob Lamb Co.

516 Main Street
Greenﬁeld, IL 62044

Hydroformatic, hitch
and chute, ﬁeld ready

$14,900

CIH Maxxum 140

Duals, 1295 hours,
outstanding condition

$76,900

MF 281X Tractor

1700 Hours, BH 2426 Qt
Loader, 2 Remotes

$14,500

217-368-2131
Bodner Equipment
Company

1203 W. Frontage Rd.
Staunton, IL 62088

618-635-5600

Butch’s Lawnmower
Sales & Serv.
2030 W. Spresser St.
Taylorville, IL 62568

Great Plains 4800TM

48’ width, adjustable gangs,
19.75/20” coulters

$78,900

MacDon FD70 Draper

35’ width, CIH/NH hookup,
good condition

$39,500

Sunﬂower 1434 Disk
29’, 22/23 Blades,
Rear Hitch

$18,500

Chancellor Outdoor
Solutions, LLC
104 W Gallatin St,
Vandalia, IL 62471

618-283-9037
Coleman Lawn
Equipment, Inc.

217-824-8145

FINANCING*
Midwest Equipment,
4 Locations
Peoria
309-676-5855
4826 W Farmington Rd
Peoria, IL 61604

Normal
309-454-6800

210 E. Walnut St.
Carbondale, IL 62901

2150 W College Ave |
Normal, IL 61761,

Coleman
Lawn Equipment, Inc.

1001 W Mt Vernon St
Metamora, IL 61548

618-529-0181

5511 IL-150
Steeleville, IL 62288

618-965-3903
Diedrich Implement
9637 IL-127
Nashville, IL 62263

618-327-3683
Fairﬁeld Auto Sales
4706 Broadway St.
Mt Vernon, IL 62864

618-204-5900

Metamora
309-367-2392
Tremont Equipment
309-925-5855

2260 Il.- 9
Tremont, Illinois, 61568

Midwest Tractor Sales
13923 Progress Dr,
Breese, IL 62230

618-526-4900
Molenhour Power
Equipment
1706 E Main St,
Salem, IL 62881

Fliginger Equipment Inc. 618-548-2922
18321 W Farmington Rd,
Trivoli, IL 61569,

309-362-2458

Bedwell Farm Equipment
Four Corners Lube
Co. Inc.
309-772-2343

NH BC5070

%

1101 Woodlawn Rd.,
Lincoln, IL 62656

217-735-2761

Niemeyer Repair Serv.,
Inc.
13029 N. County Road
1000E
Humboldt, IL 61931

217-856-3571

Power Inc
Illinois Power Equipment Outdoor
2703 Broadway St,
211 N Dirksen Parkway
Springﬁeld, IL

217-679-8273

Quincy, IL 62301

217-228-9850

Jennings Implement Co. Painter Farm
Equipment Inc.
401 S. Washington St.
Bement, IL 61813

217-678-2431
Mascoutah Equip Co.,

201 W. Harlem Ave.
Monmouth, Il. 61462

309-734-3541

Inc.

Pest Outpost

618-566-2115

217-794- 2559

Muench, Inc.

Precision Machine
& Repair

10880 IL-177
Mascoutah, IL 62258

987 IL-49
Cissna Park, IL 60924

815-457-2127

LLC 416 S Wood St.
Maroa, IL. 61756,

2492 North 200 Ave.,
Barry, IL 62312

217-335-2236
Riedle Inc.

17290 N. 1800th St.
Marshall, Il. 62441

217-825-9070
Tri County Tractor Inc.
26150 Sunderland Rd.
Jerseyville, IL 62052

618-498-7703

Walt Schmid
Repair & Sales, Inc.
2324 Carol St.
Cahokia, IL 62206

618-337-2525

SM-LA1865533

9637 State Route 127, Nashville, IL 62263
diedrichimplements.com
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